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Abstract

This project is an inter-disciplinary research effort 
between the Department of Computer Science and 
the Department of Public Health at William Paterson 
University, in collaboration with the Mathematics & 
Computer Science Department at Seton Hall 
University. We have established a data repository of 
NYC YRBS (New York City, Youth Risk Behavior Survey) 
data from CDC (Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention) using a MySQL database. This research 
uses the knowledge discovery approach to find 
hidden relationships, and for anomaly detection and 
trend prediction on the NYC YRBS data, focusing on 
mental health problems. This presentation specifies 
our data mining environment which includes various 
data mining and machine learning algorithms in the R 
programming language (R Studio) in a client/server 
architecture. Our efforts on the ETL (Extraction, 
Transformation, and Loading) process will be 
highlighted; the future plan (Phase 2) of this project 
will be described as well.

Project Description

• Traditional data analysis approach:

• Using statistical models to predict data for the 
target issues (response variables)

• Analyst decides what relationships are between 
independent variables and dependent variables

• Hidden relationships among attributes may not 
be on the analyst’s radar

• Knowledge discovery approach:

• Using artificial intelligence methodology for data 
mining, such as machine learning

• Let machine learning algorithms tell the analyst 
what the issues are and what interesting data 
relationships are discovered, including anomaly 
detection and data prediction

• Moves towards a total automated machine 
learning process

• Provides an effective and economically efficient 
way to analyze, predict, and mine data

• Machine learning models validation:

• Use traditional multivariate statistical analyses
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YRBSS (CDC)

• Developed in 1990 to monitor priority health risk 
behaviors that contribute markedly to the leading causes 
of death, disability, and social problems among youth and 
young adults in the U.S.

• Behaviors that contribute to unintentional injuries and 
violence

• Sexual behaviors related to unintended pregnancy and 
sexually transmitted infections, including HIV infection

• Alcohol and other drug use

• Tobacco use

• Unhealthy dietary behaviors

• Inadequate physical activity

• Monitors the prevalence of obesity and asthma and other 
health-related behaviors plus sexual identity and sex of 
sexual contacts

• From 1991 through 2015, the YRBSS has collected data 
from more than 3.8 million high school students in more 
than 1,700 separate surveys

YRBS Data Mart (WPU)
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Phase 2 Research Plan

PANYC

• Aggregated subsets of YRBSS from CDC:

• National (2011, 2013, 2015)

• New Jersey (2011, 2013)

• New York (2011, 2013, 2015)

• New York City (2011, 2013, 2015)

• Pennsylvania (2015)

• NYC YRBS raw data for each odd year from 2001 to 2015

• Aggregated subsets of NYC YRBS data from 2001 to 2015 
(this data set will be used as our primary data for 
knowledge discovery).

Knowledge Discovery Environment

• CDC YRBSS data – access via CDC website, update every 2 
years, in ASCII and Access formats

• NYC and PA YRBS data – requested from CDC, needed 
release permission from New York City and Pennsylvania

• Automated ETL process – run every 2 years (or whenever 
CDC releases its data), in SQL and R Scripts

• Knowledge discovery tools:

• WPU YRBS DM – MySQL relational database, in 
cs2.wpunj.edu UNIX server

• Remote access – MySQL Workbench interfaces to database 
server, PuTTY for connection to UNIX server

• Data analytic activities – R Studio (R Console/RGui)

• Statistics packages and visualization tools – to be decided

Knowledge Discovery

• Investigate other machine learning software such as 
Python, WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowledge 
Analysis), and data visualization tools.

• Move the knowledge discovery tools to the 
cs2.wpunj.edu server (currently an analyst needs to 
download the tools in his/her personal computer). 
Establish common tool sets for everyone.

• Use various machine learning techniques of 
classification, association, and clustering analyses on 
the NYC YRBS aggregated data.

• Establish several knowledge discovery models 
toward an automated machine learning and 
decision-making environment.

• Main activity for Phase 1 of this project. The most time-
consuming process (normally the ETL activities take 60% 
to 80% of the total effort for a data warehousing process)

• Feature selection – includes elimination, consolidation, 
rolling multiple features into one, identifying mental 
health problems in NYC

• Record consolidation – compress rows, especially for 
non-categorical row values

• Data conversion – depending on algorithms, convert 
categorical value to numerical value (e.g., one-hot 
encoding); or binning (discretization of variables), 
convert numerical data to categorical data

• Missing data treatment – eliminate records, use mode or 
median for numerical data

• Data normalization – scale wide ranges of data into certain 
ranges

http://www.cdc.gov/healthyyouth/data/yrbs/index.htm

